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PGRI Introduction: Powerball and Mega Millions have both been massively
successful brands. Still, lotteries are applying all their energies to make them
even more successful, and now are adding to the mix with Monopoly Millionaires’ Club. Right now, the mission of implementing the most exciting new game
launch in the history of U.S. lotteries is somewhat all-consuming. Thinking that
this is a good time to begin the dialogue on building a plan for long-term sustainable growth for all of the multi-state games, I asked May Scheve Reardon if she
could share her thoughts on cross-jurisdictional marketing and distribution.
Creating consistency for nation-wide branding and marketing is a challenge
when there are forty-five different lotteries whose mission is to serve their own
in-state stakeholders. Developing and executing cross-jurisdictional initiatives will
always be challenged by the fact of different state statutes, different business
and public policy agendas, and different business processes. State lotteries and
their commercial partners have done an amazing job at identifying the elements
that should remain the province of each state, focusing on those areas where
cross-jurisdictional standardization is do-able, and capitalizing on the tremendous benefits to building on those areas of commonality.

Paul Jason, Public Gaming: When
cross-selling began in 2010, Powerball and
Mega Millions were managed by two different groups of lotteries. And not all lotteries signed on to both games right away.
Going forward, now that all U.S. lotteries
sell both Powerball and Mega Millions,
what is the purpose of having two separate
management groups to manage the two
games? Wouldn’t the ability of lotteries to
work collaboratively and create consensus
be significantly enhanced if there was one
management group to manage both games?
May Scheve Reardon: Powerball,
Mega Millions, and the new Monopoly Millionaires’ Club game are national brands
that can benefit greatly from having one central body that oversees all aspects of these
games. One governing body could provide
more cohesive guidance and address the issues relating to operational efficiencies, risk
management, brand awareness, and all the
elements that go into the business of building these brands. The end result would be
much better coordination of nation-wide
initiatives that would generate increases in
sales for each individual lottery.
It should be noted that there are forty-five
different state lotteries with forty-five different sets of statutes, rules, constraints, political cultures, and business agendas. Having
one governing body does not change the fact
that it is very difficult for anything we do on
a multi-state level to align with the objectives of all forty-five lotteries. That problem
will never go away. I still think that having
one governing body would serve as a better
foundation for working together to find the
solutions that will free up the tremendous ca-
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pacity for growth in the multi-state game category. It would enable us to think about the
multi-state games as an integrated product
category, and not as three isolated products.
Of course, the Powerball and Mega Millions Consortium do work well together already. We meet and try to coordinate plans
to maximize the overall aggregate performance of both games. But, the process of
the two groups meeting separately to work
on their own game and then all of us getting
together to coordinate our plans restricts our
ability to build momentum for a long-term
strategy to build the category. Working together as one single governing body, so that
all decisions regarding both games are made
as a single group with the focused goal of
maximizing overall sales for the entire category of national games, would just be a
more productive for of governance.
Strategies to build the product category
would seem to mean managing the national
brands for maximum synergy and overall results. Is that a big part of the dialogue now?
M. Scheve Reardon: We all agree that
the business needs to be managed with the
objective of creating maximum overall results and that would mean applying a category-management approach that focuses
on synergy between the brands. We think
that the Monopoly Millionaires’ Club is differentiated quite effectively from Powerball
and Mega Millions already, so we aren’t
obsessing over the broader concept of category management right now. Our energies
and resources are all focused on effective
implementation of Monopoly Millionaires’
Club. But I am sure that the principles of
category management will be applied as we
develop the next National Premium Game
(NPG), and even as we evolve the management of the three current national games.
When a fourth game is added, we will almost certainly need to manage the portfolio
of national games strategically, for optimal
synergies and overall results.

It’ taking larger and larger jackpots to
capture media and consumer attention in
the national games. Is “jackpot fatigue”
reaching a high-water mark where it will
become difficult to meet consumer expectations? And, is Monopoly Millionaires’ Club
the antidote?
M. Scheve Reardon: Jackpot fatigue syndrome has been a challenge for many years,
even decades. The fact that it is a challenge

does not seem to diminish sales and consumer excitement for the game. Sales keep going
up for Mega Millions and Powerball.
Instead of being an “antidote” to jackpot
fatigue, Monopoly Millionaires’ Club will
provide a new gaming experience that will
draw in new consumer groups. We expect
sales of Powerball and Mega Millions to continue their growth and success. When we were
figuring out the concept for a new national
game, we took into consideration that we had
two very successful national jackpot games.
Our objective was to create a new game that
would appeal to play styles and buyer motives that did not overlap the two successful
jackpot games. The primary objective for this
new game is to expand the market, to bring
in new consumer groups. Since the jackpotdriven play-style is already being met quite
handily by PB and Mega, we decided to create a new design that would share the wealth,
create a “shower of millionaires” instead of
one ginormous winner. Monopoly Millionaires’ Club is an entirely different concept
from PB and Mega and we expect it to appeal to entirely different consumer groups.
You know, players have always said that they
wished there would be lots of smaller jackpot winners instead of giving all the money
to one winner. The truth is that the PB and
Mega players may say that, but they buy way
more tickets when the jackpot gets big. We
don’t expect them to change that buying pattern. And that’s fine because that’s the buyer
motive that drives the tremendous sales of PB
and Mega. We just think that there are in fact
a lot of consumer groups who really will be
motivated by the prospect of having a higher
likelihood of winning a million dollars, or
$15 million or $25 million.
And since we started this game from
scratch, we could integrate into it a whole
constellation of promotional drivers that are
not a part of the other games. The Lottery
TV Game Show is the obvious biggie in
that department. But there is a whole multimedia campaign that includes website and
Mobile-based promotional initiatives and a
large variety of creative concepts to engage
consumer interest. Monopoly Millionaires’
Club is truly a game-playing experience as
opposed to just buying a ticket with the singular purpose of winning a huge jackpot.
So, it’s not our goal to convince people to
switch from the jackpot-driven games. It’s
our goal to expand the market by appealing
to new consumer groups and play- styles.
The Monopoly Millionaires’ Club does
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do a lot to nationalize the whole playing experience, to build a truly national consumer
brand. The Lottery TV Game Show will create that sense of being a part of something
really big, something national with tens of
millions of people involved. And that’s exciting. But even the TV Game Show will
include representative winners from each
and every state lottery. That is built into the
game. One of the benefits of Monopoly Millionaires’ Club is that there will be that many
more winners from our state of Missouri.
The “shower of millionaires” means that we
will all be able to celebrate more winners
that come from our own state. And each and
every U.S. lottery enjoys that same benefit.
There is an economy of scale for the production of the TV Game Show that couldn’t
really be accomplished on an individual
state basis. Are there economies of scale being derived on the other components of the
advertising and promotions package?
M. Scheve Reardon: Definitely. Economies of scale enable us to pay for the best
creative, the highest production values, the
smartest and most effective promotional
strategies. That is what you will see with Monopoly Millionaires’ Club. Achieving these
economies of scale is one of the key rationales for working together to build nationwide brands. The Lottery TV Game Show is
something that could only be done with scale,
with multiple states joining together to share
the cost. And it’s not just about production
costs. The whole media buy as measured by
cost per impression, or cost per viewer, comes
down dramatically when you wrap it around
a bigger market instead of local markets. A
national phone app and website with links
to the states is another important element all
states should embrace, as their statutes allow,
to help promote the national brands with today’s omni-channel consumers.

But what about the aspect in which state
lotteries like to brand the uniqueness of
their own state, their own cultural heritage?
M. Scheve Reardon: That’s a good question because the reality is that our mission is
to deliver results for our in-state constituents.
And we all have strong convictions about how
to do that. When I came on as director of the
Missouri Lottery in 2009, our team agreed
that the brand was outdated, very 80’s with a
digital look and feel that may have been cutting edge then but needed to be modernized
to appeal to the more emotional and lively
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spirit of our times. We changed that and gave
it a sweeping look with lots of confetti and
vibrant colors. We feel very good about that.
We knew it needed to be done, that it would
be successful, and we take personal pride
for having done it. This was our team effort,
our own advertising firm, our own marketing
people, and we did it together for our own
business - the Missouri Lottery. The time
and energy we put into it created a result that
is unique to the Missouri Lottery. Not to be
philosophical, but we value that uniqueness
and the sense that there is a soul to the Missouri Lottery that is in fact not interchangeable with all the other lotteries. There is a big
part of us that does not want to be subsumed
into a national brand.
Gary Gonder, the Lottery’s chief branding
officer, focuses on strengthening, extending,
and enhancing the Missouri Lottery brand.
He and our advertising agency are not thinking about national consumer markets. Their
focus is on how to appeal to and personally connect with the people of Missouri.
A number of state lotteries are applying a
similar focus on brand identity and image
and use that as a cornerstone for guiding
the marketing decisions. Cindy O’Connell,
for instance, wrapped a whole re-branding
campaign around her logo change and to
great effect. It translated directly into robust
sales increases over the past three years. The
mission of state lotteries is to build all the
brands for the purpose of increasing sales in
their own state.
There is a similarity between this sense of
state ownership of their brand identity with
the state’s rights to control their own regulatory policies. The conviction that we do not
want to turn over the right to control our destiny in the realm of regulatory policy could
also apply to marketing and all other aspects
of managing the business. We all have a deep
sense of pride and personal responsibility
towards our in-state constituents and it definitely is a sense of home-town pride. We are
proud of our own sports franchises and feel
that they are unique. We are proud of our individual state culture and feel that it is unique.
And you can see the differences among all the
state logos and the way each lottery presents
itself to the public. Some want to be more
conservative, and others want to be more creatively adventurous. It can be thought of as a
states’ right issue on the marketing front just
as in the political front.
So those are some of the reasons why
we all tend to be provincial. The reality is,
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though, that the question could be re-framed.
Does creating national brands, with consistent messaging that appeals to all consumers
across the country conflict with a lottery’s
desire to create an identity unique to their
state, unique to their business? The reason
there is no conflict is that most lotteries have
a large portfolio of in-state games and a wide
berth for creating their own individual state
lottery brand and unique identity. Lotteries
can and will continue to brand their games
and their own state lottery. And that branding
will emphasize the local culture and uniqueness. The national brands should have national brand messaging, marketing and promotional campaigns that are conceived for
national consumer appeal, consistency in the
logos, and standardized systems for distribution. They should not be particularized for
each local market because that is inefficient
from an operations and distribution point of
view, and ineffective from a consumer marketing point of view. Fortunately, the commonalities to consumer behavior far exceed
the differences, and we can focus on those
commonalities as the basis for effective national marketing and advertising campaigns.
And all that can be done without compromising each individual lottery’s focus on creating its own unique identity and branding.
Even Powerball and Mega Millions are
branded to appeal to local markets. Monopoly Millionaires’ Club is different in
the sense that states lotteries are required
to comply with the agenda to build a truly
national brand, isn’t it?
M. Scheve Reardon: Monopoly Millionaires’ Club is designed to have much
more consistency in branding, messaging,
and overall marketing. There will be much
tighter control over the logo which will look
the same wherever you go.

I am sometimes asked what does it matter, why do we need nation-wide consistency when our market is confined to the
borders of our state.
M. Scheve Reardon: Because our consumers and distributers expect us too. My
children actually noticed and commented
on the difference in the way the Powerball
logo looked as we travelled from one state
to another. They are just not used to the concept that a huge consumer brand would be
different in different states. It would be like
driving into Arkansas and seeing McDonalds
with purple arches instead of golden arches,
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or Coke cans that aren’t red. Of course, nothing surprises me when I drive into Arkansas,
but I probably would be less likely to drive
into a McDonalds with purple arches. Not
only would I be less likely to buy at McDonalds with the purple arches, the dissonance of
that image with what I am used to would stay
with me. And that dissonance is not what a
marketer is trying to achieve. It impairs the
whole brand image we work so hard to build.
We want to leverage each brand impression,
regardless of its origin and consumer touchpoint, to create positive thoughts and feelings, not dissonance and wondering why
something is other than what I expected it
to be. When you see those golden arches,
you not only instantly know what it is, you
make an emotional connection that reinforces the positive feelings about that brand.
And that happens whether you stop there and
buy something right then, or not. We want
to build that positive emotional connection
to Monopoly Millionaires’ Club. Whenever
you see the Monopoly Millionaires’ logo on
a billboard or a website, the positive impression is reinforced in your mind and that stays
with you and builds over time. You won’t
have to read the words or anything. You’ll
just see the top hat and colors and instantly
know what it is. And I do think these basic
principles of branding should be applied to
Powerball and Mega Millions too.
McDonalds is such a great example. Insofar as these ideas apply to the new National Premium Game, why wouldn’t they
also apply to Powerball and Mega Millions?
M. Scheve Reardon: Remember that
Powerball has been around for decades and
so may be tied to some legacy policies, and
states may feel like they have developed
their own in-state brand for Powerball that
trumps the benefits of nation-wide consistency. Frankly, we should all get together
and decide that legacy policies that don’t
support the long-term value of the brand
should be changed. We should explore the
possibility of applying to Powerball and
Mega Millions some of the ideas that are being applied to Monopoly Millionaires’ Club.
Perhaps the success of those ideas in Monopoly will be the catalyst to transfer some
of them over to PB and Mega as well. But
the main thing is that we saw some things
like the need for consistency in logos, and
built them into the new National Premium
Game. For that matter, we probably will

learn some new things from the experience
of building Monopoly Millionaires’ Club
that will cause us to do something different
for the next National Premium Game. The
amount of thought and research and worldclass creative that has gone into this new
NPG causes us to hope that we thought of
everything! But I suspect we will see some
opportunities to do some things differently
for the next NPG too.
You’re combining some deep insight into
the unique nature of the lottery industry, but
also applying some of the ‘best practices’ of
the successful consumer marketing brands.
M. Scheve Reardon: McDonalds could
have researched and figured out which color
would be the best color for each state and
gear their marketing in every other way to
appeal to the uniqueness of each state market. For that matter, McDonalds does extensive research and does tailor its menu to
include some food items to appeal to local
markets. We should do the same, with part of
our portfolio geared towards the sensibilities
of local markets, and part geared towards national consumer markets. It’s not an either/or
conundrum. It’s a both/and solution.
Lotteries should look at the methods of
these giant consumer brands and follow
best practices for branding. By using a consistent logo, tagline, and color scheme, we
optimize the impact of our communications
with players and retailers.

Advertising firms probably prefer that
you allow them control all the advertising.
I would suspect that they always pitch the
idea that everything should be local.
M. Scheve Reardon: Let me share a story.

Our ad firm is based out of Kansas City. They
do a great job. But some of our national-brand
advertising is sourced elsewhere. For instance, we advertise Powerball in Royal Stadium. The focus is Missouri Lottery, with our
logo and our messaging. One of the principals
from the advertising firm went to a Cardinal
game and commented, “Wow, you guys don’t
have a lot of advertising at your stadium.” We
couldn’t understand why he did not see the
advertising which is all over the place. Ginormous logos and ‘POW’ for Powerball. You
couldn’t miss it. Then he said, “Well, that’s
not your advertising.” He explained that from
his point of view, the fact that it was national
meant that it was not building our Missouri
Lottery brand and that therefore it wasn’t really our advertising. Now isn’t that the oddest
thing you’ve ever heard?
He honestly felt that if it does not include
our colors and the other Missouri-focused
brand-messaging elements, then it does not
count as advertising for us even though it is
promoting our biggest-selling brand.
To be truly national, lotteries need to
overcome the obstacles to getting into the
big-box channel. I know you have worked
hard on this issue. Any progress towards
the elusive goal of standardizing accounting and sales report formatting to meet the
needs of cross-jurisdictional retailers?
M. Scheve Reardon: There is. NASPL is
once again working with interested lotteries,
including Missouri and some of the biggest
lotteries on a pilot to develop a more uniform
approach for the multi-state retailers. It is
absolutely essential that our industry listen to
our retail partners and take immediate steps
to standardize our procedures and reporting
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formats. Or at least standardize as much as
we possibly can. This is something that will
be necessary if lotteries are serious about
making our products available in the big-box
national chain stores. 7-Elevan has communicated to us that this is imperative for them.
It is not likely that we will be able to ever
settle on a single uniform approach, but there
are ways to make it easier for the multi-state
retailers to do business with us, at least meet
them half-way. We have to do that because
the big-box chains will not carry our products
if we don’t. It’s as simple as that. Lotteries all
value their independence, but our customers
will not abide the inefficiencies of forty-five
different lottery models with forty-five different report formats, business processes, and
accounting procedures.
We must also be more strategic in our approach to retail. Lottery has the ability to
help drive retail traffic. Understandably, we
always focus on our goal of selling more tickets. But if we were to be more open-minded
about helping our retailers accomplish their
goals of increased operating efficiencies and
driving store traffic, we could build a more
collaborative and strategic partnership that
would engage their support and focus on
selling more lottery products. Retailers want
to collaborate with Lottery on developing
cross-promotions that utilize lottery products
to help increase in-store sales of their proprietary food and drink products. Retailers want
to be a part of Lottery’s website connection
to millions of consumers. Lottery has tremendous power to help the retailers in ways that
would not cost much money, would engage
retailers to focus more on Lottery, and would
definitely drive sales of lottery products. u
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